
Claridge® eBeam® Enabled™  
The SolutionTM Markerboard
Claridge’s Answer to the World of Interactive Technology!

eBeam Enabled Solution markerboards help corporations and educators 
create, save and share interactive presentations. A durable Claridge 
porcelain board that accommodates handwritten notes and supplies 
powerful interactive tools, the eBeam Enabled Solution markerboard enlivens 
presentations and enhances collaboration with ease. With pre-built partitions 
for cords and cables designed into the aluminum trim, Solution markerboards 
provide streamlined design and installation ease. Interactive note capture, 
annotations and remote meetings are simple and seamless.

Transforms classroom or conference •	

room markerboards into interactive  
teaching spaces at the click of a button

Facilitates student learning with hands-•	

on interaction and media rich lessons

Enlivens presentations•	

Captures ideas as they happen (the  •	

Solution ensures both long and short-
term capture needs)

Enhances live and remote •	

communication (reduce travel costs)

Low gloss porcelain surface projects •	

well while functioning as a dry-erase 
writing surface, outperforming traditional 
interactive boards

50 year surface guarantee surpasses •	

competition

GREENGUARD	certified	markerboards	•	

help	achieve	clean	air	in	schools,	offices,	
hospitals and other public facilities

Benefits
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Award-winning eBeam Technology and a Claridge Markerboard for every Classroom and Conference Room



A Claridge integrated markerboard comes bundled with the highly acclaimed eBeam 
Interact software, providing rich content for presentations. Graphics, photographs 
and animation that help engage participants can be easily dragged and dropped from 
the library onto a presentation.

With built-in meeting sharing capabilities, users can share what is being presented 
on an eBeam Enabled Solution markerboard with users who need only to download 
software. With two eBeam Enabled Solution boards, presenters thousands of miles 
apart can work cohesively to present engaging presentations to audiences anywhere, 
any time.

When a presentation is complete, users can choose 
the file format that works best – including jpeg, 
pdf and Microsoft PowerPoint – in order to share 
presentations and lessons.

eBeam CaptureTM, an optional upgrade, supports 
dry-erase notations by recording every marker 
stroke made on the board so important ideas are 
never lost and notes can be shared over the internet 
in real time, sent via email, or edited at a later date.

The eBeam Enabled Solution markerboard from 
Claridge features a fusion-bonded porcelain-on-
steel surface that provides a combination writing and 
projection surface that is scratch and stain resistant. 
Low-gloss, colorfast and magnetic, the porcelain 

writing surface is guaranteed for the life of the building. Claridge’s LCS-II porcelain 
surface has achieved both GREENGUARD Indoor Air QualityTM and Children & 
SchoolsSM certifications.

A rock-solid surface, combined with “Best in Class” software and functionality           
make this product one of a kind. eBeam Enabled Solution markerboards are 
changing the way information is shared. Join the eBeam Solution evolution                
today and transform your office or classroom with the Claridge Solution board.

The iconic eBeam tool palette is 
intuitive and feature-packed

“Learning styles, interests, and 
backgrounds differ greatly 
from one student to the next. 
As a teacher, it’s my goal to 
level the learning field, and 
[my Solution markerboard 
with eBeam technology]           
allows me to do that.”

Jeff Caswell,  
Seventh-Grade Math Teacher 
Arlington Middle School 
Arlington, Tennessee

Claridge is a leading U.S. manufacturer of markerboards. Luidia is a trusted provider of interactive markerboard  
solutions. Claridge visual display products are found in classrooms, training rooms, offices and board rooms across 
the world. Luidia provides its Idea Capturing Technology to industry leaders – making compelling new interactive 
presentation and display products that promote idea capture, collaboration and dynamic information sharing.
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Claridge LCS-II Markerboards are:

Made in the USA


